
What 

In addition to the pre-made examples, we have supplied you with a template to create your own posters. The 
basic idea is that your club will look back at your more successful projects and pick out the objects that may 
have sparked those ideas. From there, you can find or take a picture of those objects and make your own posters 
showing the opportunity you saw framed by the Enactus dotted line. Next, you and your team can brainstorm a 
title question following the “Do you see                  , or do you see                  ?” format so that your poster is consistent 
with the others. 

Why 

Custom posters make your campaign more personal and will showcase the action your team has taken 
in the community.

Where

When it comes to putting up your custom posters, utilize the locations listed previously.

How
1)  Open the customizable InDesign® file that matches the size you intend to print.
2)  Select the gray background box and insert the background image that best represents your case study —  
 specifically the object of opportunity that inspired it. The image should be high resolution and grayscale.
3)  Go to File > Place> Browse your images to find the right one. Click “open.”
4)  Move the dotted line box to fit over the area of opportunity you want to highlight. The dotted line box can  
 be rotated, but you should have it somewhat centered and leave enough room for the headline.
5)  The headline should fit in the format “Do you see                   , or do you see                   ?” Try to make it concise  
 and intriguing.
6)  Finally, be sure to fill in your team’s contact information at the bottom of the poster.
7) Using iPhoto® (or many other image editing solutions) convert photos to grayscale before dropping them  
 into InDesign®.

Formats available 

Inches   Metric 

Tabloid: 11” x 17” A3: 297 x 420 mm 
Letter: 8.5” x 11”  A4: 210 x 297 mm
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Do you see a group of students,
or your new business partners?

If it’s the latter, we’d love to talk to you.
Seeing opportunity, taking action and enabling progress is what we’re all about.

enactus.org [ Local Team Contact ]

©Enactus, 2013. All rights reserved.
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Insert image

Insert dotted line graphic
Available as vector artwork. Position and 
size as needed. 

Create gold band 
Make the band large enough to allow space 
around the headline. The band prints  
Enactus Gold. Overlap the bands and fill 
that space with the Shadow Color.

Add headline 
The headline font is Source Sans Pro 
Bold, flush left, rag right. It prints white. It 
should be large enough to span most of the 
poster’s width. Center it within the yellow 
bands.

White bottom section 
The bottom section of the poster has a 
white background and is approximately  
1/7 the height of the poster.
 
This area contains 
 
1. Subhead: sets in Source Sans Pro Bold,  
  yellow
 
2.   Supporting statement: sets in Source  

 Sans Pro Semibold, black 

3. URL and icon: sets in Source Sans Pro  
  Semibold, black 
 
4 . Team contact and icon: sets in Source  
  Sans Pro Semibold, black
   
5. Enactus logo 
 
6. Copyright information: sets in Source  
  Sans Pro Light, black 
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Font family
Source Sans Pro  
It can be freely obtained for commercial use from Adobe’s 
website or Google Fonts (google.com/fonts).
Alternate: Arial

Color
Enactus Gold 
C:0 M:25 Y:95 K:0
PANTONE® 7408

Enactus Gray 
C:35 M:28 Y:26 K:63
PANTONE 425

Shadow Color 
C:0 M:37 Y:100 K:23
PANTONE 139

PANTONE®-identified Color reproduction information has been provided for the guidance of the reader. The colors have not been evaluated by 
Pantone, Inc., for accuracy and may not match the PANTONE Color Standard. Consult current PANTONE Color Publications for accurate color. 
PANTONE® is the property of Pantone, Inc.


